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Car Headrest Monitor - Entertainment for Passengers Sitting in Back Seats

Driving for long journey, you should consider about all the companions' needs. When you are
enjoying the entertainment that in dash DVD GPS systems bring you, don't forget the passengers
sitting in back seats. In-dash car video monitors are put in the dash for the entertainment of the front
seat passenger, but how about the persons behind you? Can they only stare at the head in frond of
them, or sleep, or look things along the road outside the car through the small car window? No, they
have another choice, that is another kind of car multimedia, headrest monitor.

The headrest car video monitors, built into the back of the headrest, has a lot of advantages. One of
them is that it is easier for us to install, usually it comes with the instructions on how to install it. Not
like those which are designed to be placed overhead, you do not need to worry about less parts or
additional installation fees. You can also buy the whole headrest since most car owners will not
want to cut out a chunk of your present headrest. Keep the old headrests so you can put them back
when you sell your car, thus allowing you to leave the headrest monitor for your new car.

Car headrest monitor is also multifunctional. One of the most basic feature is its ability to play
normal music CDs and DVDs. A pair of headrest monitors can be connected to in dash DVD GPS,
that will offer you dual zone function, this way, you can watch different  movies ate the same time,
really amazing, isn't it? The function is really important to satisfy different passengers' taste. Playing
games is also available, that is a good enjoyment especially for children, they can play favorite
games with a remote controller through the device. This feature is well advanced. Currently, the FM
transmitter that allows the user to wireless broadcast of your favorite songs directly. This allows
everyone in the car enjoy the music of a higher quality car surround sound system.

If you are not clear how to choose a headrest monitors, first ask your friends and others who have
purchased this type of device. It will be helpful to your decision. Shopping online is also pretty good
idea. Make a list of various features and price when you visit different websites. That can help you
avoid to be outside your price range right now. Headrest monitors allows installation in areas that do
not occupy more space in your vehicle, this is very important, as we all know, every inch of space in
your car is very valuable. On the basis of information gathered, you have to make a final decision on
budget, features and so on. If you don't find a suitable screen, don't give up now. You can spend a
little more time.

If you are still unsure where to buy the headrest monitor, go to autodvdgps. As car owners' first
choice, autodvdgps offers its consumers various headrest monitors at different prices. Go there,
maybe you can choose a suitable one for your rear seat passengers!
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